
 

SKID ROW-KYO 
 
What feeling? Bankers’ life, 
Jeff, The Brotherhood’s seven-inch called 
Baudrillard Hulme Duende  
something hard 
washed ashore in the squares. 
Mooch Azul played Society Is a Hole 
 
and greatly anticipated the figure—  
grasped the impenetrable  
discourse of the coal 
ceremonies, the spiritual possession 
inside the replacement part 
sown by marijuaneros in the Sierras. 
The many are friendly. 
  
Fuck a Knowledge Economy 
they tagged in the Jewelry  
District downtown 
They refused to give names arrested at the DNC  
in 2000 then LA lagged 
on strike things vis-à-vis file type 
of which it is the art 
 
human remains puddled  
in artillery-shell-pocked rubble 
smoke like the anti- 
cloud forms up from  
the hurricane of  
copying and pasting 
you are lying there in other people’s gardens 
near Brooklyn Oakland 
 
In the desert passes 
outside Q’om  
it was religious duty to assassinate  
members of the regime. That summer— 
Arroyos corren—one flaming wobble 
of bloody cotton 
traced the blast of late December wind.  
 
No puzzle for the detached  
moral intelligence, a material of leftover utility— 
internet fetish pleased by offending. 
Against and instead politicized askesis, 
nothing but class struggle, which always remains  
rough thing without which there is nothing  
spiritual, something other than mere booty, 
real girls squirt live. Instead confidence,  
courage, humor as cunning poetry and poster slogan— 
they extend back into the spray bottles of time. 
 
The the back from there [groans] [stomps] 
Baudrillard-Hulme duende wired owl 



 

Mooch Azul on various river marsh willows 
and reeds, on 
post-political scum, 
a sheepish boner of orchids, 
boca-created thing in  
urban riverrun where 
 
totes different DJ Lenguas read  
at the Jeff Tagami Memorial.  
 
Da best possible California Prison inmate finder 
is knee-high marijuana leaf socks, 
 
burnt and creamy like sex, mirrors or gears 
couldn’t be all at once  
 
all at the same time together  
 
Viva Salinas River! a buried, latent, free 
novelistic surrealism,  
daytime crisis service open afterhours  
 
when memory makes die live suffer 
bowls packed full of scorpion prison wings 
 
Victorious song of the defeated twenty-three years later 
one for Jeff, one for Nate, one for Will 
  
e la nave va…  
Made out one time 
in a car-full  
Skid Row-kyo side alley. Downtown 
rarest dice stances  
slang banging condos. Capital having 
some time ago come back for city centers. 
First Alarm keeps 
the homeless away from the newspapers. 
 
Hear again a real factory girl. 
Was the dialectic in nature 
best grasped as 
the impenetrable iron triangle  
of global production? Lowest possible wage, 
worst possible condition,  
fastest possible turnaround. 
Yo soy hard techno  
tagged in Bogotá  
during a scene of the bedraggled crew’s 
seizure of the helm, a remorseless  
counterattack, a contradiction 
after meaningless commodity serialization went on for too long… 
 
The political problem we lost 
stands outside  
the language of household communication. 



 

It needs to be affirmed. Riot, burn it to the ground. 
Thorniest Rebar y Sweatshirts Gary 
weren’t born in Los Angeles we beg 
 
your pardon. The casual murderers  
stagger, going nowhere they have  
no history just genealogies without time. 
Here Thucydidean depth. 
Thisa exquisite frijolero 
from the hard hit hectares.  
Rural desertification’s 
vegetables relocated across the sea, 
another marsh estuary 
 
scattered words 
for the film, the final  
descent into correspondence 
where nothing dies, nothing wanes, 
the Malian singer’s 
concentration remains unbroken. Then all the waves  
of structural adjustment. All this time there’d been  
that zero rates, QE, and positive earnings trifecta— 
but here now a Houston-type reckoning— 
everyone shutting down the block— 
slabs banging… 

  



 

 


